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the movie, starring adam sandler as spud (of course), tells the story of a small town boy (spoiled by
his wealthy, slutty, but good-hearted mother) who is trying to make it big in the hollywood fast-lane.
when his father is killed in a tragic plane crash during a business trip with the president of nickelback

nation, his mother hires the self-centered shari to help raise spud, trying to keep her own girlish
crush in check. spuds first exploit is getting into usc and is being constantly held back because of his

weird and unusual appearance (his overbite caused by having braces put in, his huge ears and his
missing lower teeth, which he keeps by studding his clothes with them). ultimately, he ends up at

new york university and tries to get into the best acting school in the us, but fails. instead, he picks
up an unsuspecting ucla freshman (and the man with the biggest boobs on campus) and gets him

cast in a student movie on halloween. spud and carmen embrace their love for acting and acting-like-
it, and eventually carmen becomes a famous character actress herself. when they turn 21, spud and

carmen decide to visit spuds mother to ask for money for a trip to europe. the story is the most
minimal of the three books, filled with a mishmash of a few animal jokes, basic sex jokes and one of

those characters who randomly comes out with one-liners. as with the first book, spud: learning to fly
is filled with crazy characters, ridiculous situations and even more crazy characters. this is one

hilarious book, from its amusing story to the insane characters. the characters are in control at all
times, no matter how weird their actions. this book allows itself to be completely ridiculous, making

good use of humour to put the reader in stitches.
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Yes, Spud has now been
improved, and everything is
better. The story is fantastic
once again, filled with new
characters and an absurdly

unlikeable doctor. New
situations keep the heart-

warming family unit intact, as
ever, but also introduce new

problems. The plot is non-stop,
and full of interesting

characters and situations. It
takes turns, which is to its

credit. Things actually happen!
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This is a fresh and exciting
sequel, showing no sign of the

slow middle bit of the first
Spud. Deriving major part of its

comedy from its odd
assortment of characters

(including the oddest parent
Ive ever come across), Spud

follows one extremely
unlikeable young man as he

takes the long way to maturity.
Isolated by abuse, neglect, and
the inability to relate to human
beings, Spud spends his mid-

teen years in and out of mental
institutions, disappearing for
months at a time. When he
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finally finds himself able to
recover, he embarks on a

journey of self-discovery that
runs parallel to the endearing

and angst-filled life of his
charming mother. They say

Spud 2 is better than the first. I
have a feeling they would say
that about a lot of things. Its
the same plot line, the same
person, with a better looking

character (although, that might
not mean much). The violence
is bloody and lots of fun! There
is plenty of swearing. I love this
book. Why is it doing so well in

such a small segment of the
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market? Simple: its long,
running into the hundreds of
pages. If you are a fan of a

good chick-lit book, youll love
Spud 2. Like the first, Spud 2 is

character based. Perfection
once again finds the ability to
bring the reader characters,

situations and circumstances in
which theyre able to identify.

Spud comes across as a
complex, yet troubled, person.
Its easy to identify with him,
not because he is weak but

because he is strong.
5ec8ef588b
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